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A CONSCIOUS EFFORT
R’ Akiva Eisenstadt  Rosh Kollel

This week’s parsha contains the extraordinary event 
of Krias Yam Suf and the subsequent Shira- the song 

to Hashem- which the Jews exultantly sang in response to 
their awareness and awe of Hashem’s direct involvement 
in their salvation. It is unique and incomparable in their 
acknowledgement of Hashem’s mastery over the physical 
world.  

Each word of this historic song is weighed and explained, 
each sentence explored and clarified. So when there is a word 
which seems out of place or if it is doubled up, repeated for 
no obvious reason, an explanation is surely waiting.   אז ישיר“ 
לאמר” ויאמרו  לה’  הזאת  השירה  את  ישראל  ובני   the words – משה 
Vayomru Leimor-they said saying seems redundant. Both 
words mean say, saying talking etc. As such, how would one 
explain the repetition of the term? 

There is a tale of a Portuguese Marrano who had settled 
in the city of Tzefas. Although he was quite ignorant, he still 
listened carefully to the Rabbi’s lecture every shabbos. One 
week the Rav spoke about the lechem hapanim which used 
to be offered in the Beis Hamikdash every Shabbos. In his 
lecture, the Rav lamented the fact that we do not have the 
Beis Hamikdash, nor the lechem hapanim. The Marrano, who 
had not learned Torah and was very naive in his service of 
Hashem, heard the pain in the Rov’s voice, went home and 
innocently told his wife that every Friday she should prepare 
for him two loaves of bread. He requested that she kneads the 
dough in purity and bake it well in the oven, because it was 
his desire to offer the bread before the ark in the shul, and 
perhaps Hashem would accept the loaves which he would set 
before Him.

His wife happily baked the loaves, fashioning them with 
love and care, and on the following Friday he stood before the 
aron kodesh, praying and pleading with Hashem to accept this 
offering. He then placed the breads down before the Aron and 
took his leave. 

Unbeknownst to this Jew, there was a Shamash who 
took care of the shul and he would come to clean every erev 
Shabbos. The Shamash came on that Friday, saw the fresh 
and sweet smelling loaves of bread and, not knowing who left 
them there, he happily took them for his own shabbos needs. 

After Kabbalas Shabbos, the innocent and naïve man ran 
to the aron kodesh, found that the loaves were gone, apparently 
accepted by Hashem, and he became elated, ecstatic and full 
of joy. He came home and he told his wife, who shared in his 
joy, that this was probably their way, their derech, of serving 
God. So, this custom of the Marrano couple continued, week 
in and week out, for a long time.

One Friday, the rov, who had given the lecture about 
the lechem hapanim, was lingering around in the shul. He 
was there when this man came into the shul, as he did every 
Friday, with the freshly-baked loaves. He approached the 
aron kodesh, and began to pour out his heart in prayers and 
supplications, oblivious that the Rav was also present in the 
shul. He was filled with such enthusiasm and happiness as he 
brought this gift before Hashem that he didn’t pay attention to 
anything else.

The rov kept quiet, and saw and heard everything the man 
said and did, and it bothered him greatly. He called to him 
and rebuked him: “You fool! Does Hashem eat and drink? 
Think about it!  It is simple to figure out that the shamash was 
the one who took these loaves, and you are foolish enough to 
think that Hashem is the one who accepts them.“ When the 
shamash came in the rabbi called him over and he admitted 
that he was the one who took the loaves every week. Upon 
hearing this, the poor simple Jew began to cry and asked the 
rabbi to forgive him, since he had erred in understanding his 
lecture. Although he thought he had been doing a mitzvah, he 
now understood that he was wrong. His heart was broken at 
his foolishness and awkwardly trudged home.

As the story goes, that very night a messenger came to 
the rov from the holy Ari, and told him: “Go home and leave 
a will for your household, because tomorrow at the time when 
you are scheduled to give your lecture, you will die, for this 
decree has already been set.“ Upon hearing these dreadful 
tidings, the rabbi was frightened and went to the holy Ari to 
ask him what had happened. The Arizal replied: “I have heard 
that your sin was that you have put a stop to Hashem’s wish 
and joy. From the day that the Beis Hamikdash was destroyed, 
Hashem never experienced happiness and pleasure as he did 
when this simple Jew in his innocence would bring the two 
loaves of bread and offer them to His aron kodesh with the 
conviction that Hashem accepted them from him. Because 
you stopped him from bringing the loaves, this has been 
decreed upon you, and there is no way to avert this decree.“

The rabbi went home and left a will for his family. On 
Shabbos, when it was time for him to give his lecture, he died, 
just as the holy Ari had foretold. 

While this is a tragic end to an otherwise unusual story, the 
concept of this innocent man putting in his all; his pure intent 
and wholesome soul, into serving God echoes a powerful 
Talmudic concept of רחמנה ליבה בעי- Rachmana liba baei- that 
the Ribonei Shel Olam wants that our hearts and souls know 
him. He wishes for us to connect, to believe, to understand, to 
be real and honest.  Somehow, someway, this man connected 
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in a way no one had connected for a thousand years. 
There were many great controversies brewing in the 

times of the Noda B’Yehuda. Messianic concerns from the 
consequences and aftermath of Shabtei Tzvi was still a real 
and existential threat. The rise of Chasidic thought and action, 
which at that time was contentious, was imminent.  Things 
were happening and controversies were fermenting. Amongst 
the ideas that were being debated was this question posed to 
this pre-eminent Gadol of the time:  

What is the liturgically correct way to say the יחוד  לשם 
prayer which many had begun reciting even before they 
pronounced a blessing for a mitzvah, such as by the mitzvah 
of counting the sefrah. There were perhaps different versions, 
as such, which one was correct? 

The Noda B’Yehuda’s answer was probably not what they 
were expecting. The Noda B’Yehuda told them that instead 
of asking which words were the correct stanzas, they should 
have asked whether it was permitted to say this paragraph at 
all. He writes (Shu“t Noda BeYehudah Mahadura Kamma, 
Yoreh De’ah 93) in strong opposition to the practice of 
reciting “LeSheim Yichud“ prior to the performance of a 
mitzvah, saying that it is a bad thing that has become popular 
and affirming that no such prayer is mentioned anywhere in 
any early sources such as the Gemarah, Midrashim, or the 
early Halachic authorities. Therefore, he considers it highly 
improper to innovate new prayers at this time, especially 
in light of the deteriorated level of Torah observance 
and knowledge in general.  He notes that it is absolutely 
unnecessary to make any sort of advance declaration that one 
is performing a particular mitzvah for the sake of Hashem, as 
that is self-evident from the very act of the mitzvah itself.

Another point made by the Noda B’Yehudah is that 
although one may argue that by reciting “LeSheim Yichud“ 
one will be able to generate the proper kavannah- the proper 
intent for the mitzvah, he maintains that the very Beracha- 
blessing- instituted by Chazal to be recited before one performs 
a mitzvah suffices to engender all the necessary kavannah for 
that mitzvah. (The Ritva, in his commentary to the Gemarah 
in Pesachim (Chidushei HaRitva to Pesachim 7b), writes that 
the very purpose of reciting a Beracha before performing a 
mitzvah is to declare that this act is being done because it is 
in fact a fulfillment of a Divine command, and by reciting the 
Beracha, one is uniting his soul, whose service of Hashem is 
reflected by this oral declaration, with his body, whose service 
of Hashem is reflected by his actions.)

This set off a firestorm of protests from other parts of the 
wider Jewish circle. Many tried to justify the newish custom. 

Furthermore, The Chida ruled that prior to the performance of 
any mitzvah one should recite the “Lesheim Yichud“ despite 
the opposition to this text voiced by some. The Malbim as well, 
in his Sefer Artzot HaChaim endorsed this practice, writing 
that all G-d fearing and pious people are accustomed to saying 
it. Many understood that the Noda B’yehuda was protecting 
the common customs from the encroachment of those who 
he deemed were trying to infringe and break down normative 
Judaism.  Therefore, some say this was only a response for his 
times. Others disagreed. And the discussion still ensues.

Whether you say this or don’t say it, whether you 
understand their argument or you don’t even feign to fathom 
the depths of it, we all understand that the issue was not about 
the needed intentions and meaning behind each mitzvah. 
כוונה  צריכות   that when we -(Mitzvos tzrichos kavana) מצות 
perform a mitzvah we should have the intentions underlying 
and knowledge of what we are doing is the way we rule and 
a prerequisite for many mitzvas according to the Halacha. 
When one does a mitzvah, one should and must know what, 
and why, we are doing.  A Mitzvah act without any thought 
process whatsoever just doesn’t measure up. According to 
many the controversy itself was one which went beyond these 
ideas; for the ideal and ideal of רחמנה ליבה בעי- is not one that 
anyone argues upon at all.. 

בעי לבה   stands at the pinnacle of our Mitzvah רחמנה 
observance. 

Rav Yosef Nechemia Kornitzer thus says that the 
redundant words of לאמר  are not repetitive at all for ויאמרו 
they represent this very idea of the spiritual commitment, 
knowledge and conscious understanding of what we are doing 
and trying to accomplish when we perform any mitzvah. This 
imperative, as we all know however, is not so simple. Mitzvos 
that are rare and not so ubiquitous are easy to focus on. But, 
common Mitzvos, or Mitzvos which we can kvell over, gain 
respect from, or have a personal interest in, might not let us so 
easily focus our efforts towards God or have our connection 
to him in mind at all.

This, says Rav Kornitzer, is the underlying idea behind 
the very first dictum of the Rav Moshe Isseles in the Shulchan 
Aruch is תמיד לנגד  ה’   that we should place Hashem - שויתי 
before us at all times and in all places. That’s what the 
Chasidim Haroshonim were doing for that one hour- they 
were consciously preparing for prayers by focusing their 
efforts towards Hashem and only when they felt close enough 
did they dare begin to start praying. 

When the Jews were standing by the newly defeated and 
vanquished Egyptian nation, their euphoria, their happiness, 

R’ Akiva Eisenstadt
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R’ Akiva Eisenstadt

R’ Heshy Kahan|Chaver HaKollel

Q: As was mentioned last week there is an issur Min 
Hatorah to seclude oneself with a woman who one is 
prohibited to. Are there any exceptions to this rule?

A: If the people being secluded are:

	husband and wife1

	mother and son2

	father and daughter

	grandfather and granddaughter 

	grandmother and grandson

	great grandfather and great granddaughter

	great grandmother and great grandson
	

then there would be no halachic concerns of being secluded 
together. This is as opposed to other family members such as:

	woman with her father-in-law

	woman with her brother-in-law

	woman with her stepfather

	woman with her uncle or nephew

	woman with her cousin or son-in-law

	man with his niece

	man with his mother-in-law

	man with his daughter-in-law

	man with his sister-in-law3

where Yichud would be applicable. In fact if the husband 
in the above mentioned cases are in town that would not 
exclude the man and woman from Yichud. As although 
b’aleh b’ir (the husband in the city) does permit many 
cases such as a painter, electrician etc. being secluded 
with a married woman it would not apply here4 as its libo 
gas bo, meaning that one is more familiar with a relative 
(brother-in-law, father-in-law etc.) and therefore the only 
way to avoid the shailah would be to have a door opened.

Q: Are there any other exceptions to Yichud that is 
discussed amongst the Poskim?

A: What happens in a situation when one is initiating a shidduch 
meeting is that the young man goes to the girl’s house to pick 
her up for the meeting. Occasionally the father is not home or 
around to see them off and the young man is secluded with 
the girl and her mother. Although Yichud between man and 
woman is prohibited biblically if a man is with two woman 
that is prohibited rabinically. This creates a Yichud problem 
as even though the man is there for a few brief moments we 
know the concept of chatzi shiur assur min hatorah, that a half 
of an amount of a prohibition is nonetheless still a prohibition, 

HALACHIC PERSPECTIVES: Hilchos Yichud Part II

their final freedom from it all must have been exceptional 
on a national level and even on a deeply personal level. So 
much so, Rav Kornitzer understands, that it could have been a 
distraction great enough to veer them away from the Godliness 
of the moment.   The words לאמר  was each person ויאמרו 
reminding and telling each other to have the correct intentions 
in mind when appreciating what was going on all around 
them. The ויאמרו לאמר was a kind word, a direction to focus, 
a conscious effort to emphasis that what they experiencing 

at that moment was not only their physical release from 210 
years of slavery but also a spiritual understanding of Hashem 
and his mastery of the heavens and earth.  The words spoken 
at that crucial moment inspired, it evoked, it emphasized the 
essence of שויתי ה’ לנגד תמיד. 

L’Zecher Nishmas Rav Moshe Yosef Nechemia Ben HaRav 
Menachem Zvi Eisenstadt
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1) R’ Amram Chasida6 (the pious one) had women who 
were rescued from capture staying at his home. Since 
he was home alone and was concerned about Yichud 
he placed the women upstairs and had the ladder 
removed so as to prevent him from going up and 
possibly committing an avairah.

2) Rav Bibi was dining together with Rav Yosef and his 
wife.7 Prior to leaving the house Rav Yosef ordered 
that the ladder be removed from the top floor where 
Rav Bibi was staying to avoid Yichud shailos.

Since these situations prove that as long as one is in a situation 
where it is physically impossible to come to sin then one 
would be avoiding the problem if Yichud.

[Note: This last mentioned leniency is not held by all 
authorities and if one finds himself in a situation where he 
has to rely on the woman locking herself in a room he should 
first ask a competent halachic authority8 how to proceed as the 
time of day, familiarity of the two people, and layout of the 
apartment are all going to play a role in how the final psak is 
determined and whether or not one can avail himself to this 
leniency.]

Q: Does this apply if the man locks himself in just as well?

A: While some poskim9 want to draw that conclusion from 
the above cases (as in case #1 Rav Amram was the one who 
removed the ladder) many10 hold that only if the woman locks 
herself in to a room would this heter apply, but if the man 
were to lock himself in we are not so quick to permit seclusion 
as the nature is as long as he can lock the door, he can unlock 
it just as well. (Interestingly enough the rest of the story by 
Rav Amram was that he noticed one of the girls upstairs and 
somehow ended up lifting the ladder with miraculous strength 
that ordinarily would’ve taken ten people to pick up. It was 
only after regaining his composure and restraining his desire 
that he screamed “fire in the house of Amram!“ thereby 
alerting all of the people to come and put out the “fire“, which 
in essence was referring to his burning passions, that he was 
only able to constrain when the masses came and took away 
any kind of Yichud situation between him and the woman he 
was secluded with. Clearly the fact that the man can remove 
the ladder/lock the door he can replace the ladder/unlock the 
door just as well).

therefore many Poskim would only allow this scenario if the 
door was left open upon entry. In an in incredibly novel psak 
R’ Moshe Feinestein zt“l held that a woman with her daughter 
is not Yichud and therefore this situation would not cause any 
concerns.5

Q: If as is stated above that Yichud is prohibited even if 
for a few seconds, would there be any issue with secluding 
oneself in an elevator with a woman?

A: In general there is a few seconds that the door is closed 
and the elevator is in between floors in which there is true 
seclusion as no one can possibly enter the elevator at that 
time. It is for this reality that there is real reason to prohibit 
such a scenario. However most poskim do allow riding in an 
elevator based on the idea that just like Pesach Pasuach (open 
door) where there is not always someone coming in but rather 
a fear based on the mere possibility of someone coming in 
that serves as the basis behind the leniency so too an elevator 
where it is inherently a situation that there is a constant fear of 
someone coming into the lift that eliminates the whole Yichud 
situation one would be permitted to enter an elevator without 
any reservations. This is even more so in contemporary 
elevators in which there are cameras monitoring everything 
on a constant basis as that too would create a fear to minimize 
Yichud problems.

A: In the event that one does not have the heter of b’alah 
b’ir (husband in the city) or the heter of Pesach Pasuach 
(open door) is there any other leniency that one can rely on 
to mitigate the Yichud problems?

A: This is actually a very common scenario as many times there 
is no husband (such as being secluded with a single woman) 
and many times there is no open door (such as a top floor 
apartment with no traffic in the hallways etc.). In the event 
that a man finds himself in seclusion with another woman he 
may still be able to avoid Yichud situations. As If the man 
tells the woman to lock herself in a room that would allow a 
woman to remain in the house together with this woman as 
they would then be considered to be in two different homes.

Q: Is there anywhere in the Talmud that one can prove 
that the above mentioned idea is permitted?

A: From the Gemara in Kiddushin we see two such scenarios 
where this technique worked to prevent the issur of Yichud.

R’ Heshy Kahan
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that:
•	 it is possible for one to transgress the issur by being 

secluded for even a few seconds
•	 the issur applies irregardless of whether or not the 

person is attractive
•	 the age of Yichud applies to a girl who is as young as 

3 and a boy as little as 9
•	 it applies to any area, even an open one, that is 

secluded from people coming and going (empty 
parking lot, deserted park etc.)

•	 it applies to any two people of the opposite gender, 
even if they never met before nor are they interested 
in meeting at that time

but the biggest lesson that can be gleaned from these 
restrictions is the concept that is brought down in the Talmud 
that “ain apiytr’upus b’arayos“ which translates to be that 
there is “no watchman when it comes to immorality“. This 
means that no matter how:

	Frum

	Litvish

	Chasidish

	Yeshivish

	smart

	professional

	strong

	principled

	stubborn

one feels himself to be, there is still restrictions on Yichud 
because there is no boundaries that won’t be broken when 
it comes to arayos (note above how Rav Amram, who was 
called “chasidah“ for his piety managed to lift a ladder ten 
times his strength when faced with imploding desires). As our 
general public has unfortunately experienced:

	presidents

Q: What if none of these ideas mentioned so far are able to 
be employed, is there any way to avoid Yichud?

A: There are quite a few cases where none of the leniencies 
mentioned in the past two weeks can be made use of such as:

	When a single girl is babysitting a 9 year old boy 
(or older) and there is no b’aleh b’ir/husband in the 
city (as there is no husband), nor is Pesach Pasuach 
always applicable as many times the parents and/
or the sitter don’t feel comfortable leaving the door 
opened in the neighborhoods that they live in. Lastly 
she can’t lock herself into a room as that would be 
counterproductive to creating a safe environment for 
the children under her watch as they would in fact not 
be under her auspices at all if she is in a sealed room.

	If a woman (even married) is working late hours at an 
office, if her place of employment is far from home (no 
b’aleh b’ir) or there is no real outside traffic due to the 
late hour, or there is no door that is left open (as many 
businesses, specifically those that carry merchandise 
on sight have the doors locked for security purposes 
with a video camera focused on incoming customers 
which is actually worse for Yichud purposes as now 
everyone inside can see who’s outside and all fear of 
avairah is removed).

	When an older uncle is watching his niece who’s 
older then three years old. The fact that his wife 
is in the city is not a heter. If leaving a door open 
wouldn’t do much as there aren’t many people in the 
neighborhood where he lives that are out at that time 
of the day

then the only alternative would be to give someone the keys/
combination and have them “drop“ by unannounced every so 
often.11 This will create a fear which will avoid any issues of 
seclusion. Additionally the parties involved should be made 
aware that someone will be dropping in periodically so the 
concerns of being seen are placed into effect immediately. 

Q: What concept can we learn from the many intricacies 
that are found in the all encompassing issur of Yichud?

A: The issur of Yichud is unique in its scope as it has so many 
seemingly “far out“ nuances appended to it, such as the fact 
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	senators

	governors

	members of the clergy

	comedians known as “America’s Dad“ for his clean 

cut character

	professional athletes

	celebrities

of whom have fallen to scandal surrounding a breach of 
boundaries in the realms of licentious behavior. One can note 
from the Chofetz Chaim who in his late eighties ran out of the 
house out of concern for Yichud  as there was an old woman 
whom he wasn’t aware of cleaning up there, and started 
screaming “do you think that I’m immune to Yichud?!“12...
one should see just how serious and real this issur is for the 
rest of the world to keep just as well. 

FOOTNOTES

1. This is even if the woman is in a state of Niddah as although 
she is forbidden since she will become permitted to him in but 
a few days we do not prohibit Yichud albeit she is considered 

an ervah to him.
2. Even Ha’ezer 22:1
3. It’s safe to say that any relationship that has an “in-law“ attached 

to it is prohibited to be m’yachaid with
4. See Kedushin 81a and S.A. Evan Ha’ezer 22:8
5. This is a big chiddush as in general another person there usually 

serves as a shomer such as when there are two men there is not 
issur of Yichud as one is scared that he would be discovered and 
“ratted on“. In this case the “shomer“ is her mother who usu-
ally would serve to protect her from embarrassment should any 
avairah take place so the heter of R’ Moshe is rather unique spe-
cifically because there is no reason given in the Teshuva rather 
it just states that it’s permissible.

6. Kiddushin 81a
7. Kiddushin Ibid.
8. As opposed to getting his psak from a weekly halacha article 

written by some 37 year old guy who has minimal knowledge 
(at best) of the topics he writes about

9. This was the view of R’ Yosef Chaim Sonnenfeld
10. The Chazon Ish, Sehvet Halaivi amongst others
11. It’s hard to put a scale on exactly how often someone should 

stop by but the barometer is any amount that creates a fear for 
the two people who are secluded

12. Due to the extensive amount of inappropriate websites that are 
readily available with the mere press of a button there are Rab-
baonim that hold that being alone with an unfiltered internet 
is Yichud just as well. Unfortunately with the prevalence of 
people who are addicted to these sites the application of Yichud 
to this phenomena is far from extreme. 

Going to the supermarket to buy salad dressing can be a 
daunting task. Surveying the different styles, you can 

choose between Honey Mustard, Caesar, Ranch, French, 
Italian, Thousand Island, Russian, Balsamic Vinegar, Citrus, 
and many more. Amongst all of these choices, they may also 
come as creamy, light, low fat, fat free, sodium free, diet, etc. In 
truth, this wave of selection is not confined to salad dressings 
alone; we have become a culture based on choice. How many 
different cell phones are there? How many different plans can 
you choose from? Think about buying coffee with its latte, 

half latte, cream, no cream, whip cream, sugar, sweetener, 
Mocha, Vanilla, French Vanilla, Hazelnut, Columbian Blend, 
and the multitude of combinations that can be made to fit your 
specific taste.

Our freedom is an expression of our individuality and the 
uniqueness of one’s individuality is conveyed by one’s ability 
to choose. America has become a country which recognizes this 
cognitive nuance and caters to it. We now have our Walmarts 
and Amazon with its millions of products, providing us an 
opportunity to express our freedom and as one famous chain 

WEEKLY INSIGHTS
R’ Aharon Finkelstein  Chaver HaKollel
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store conveyed, to find happiness (Starbucks – “Happiness is 
in Your Choices“).

But is this true? Perhaps all of these choices are not what 
they appear to be. Maybe the result they yield is very different 
than how they are portrayed on the surface. Could it be that 
we are really being drowned by the deluge of diversity without 
realizing it?

Interestingly enough, a point in this week’s perasha 
becomes a key elucidator to answer our question. The Jewish 
people were concerned that they would all die of starvation 
in the desert, so in response they were given a spiritual food 
called manna. The Torah conveys, “Hashem said to Moshe, 
‘Behold I will rain down for you food from heaven…and 
in the morning there was a layer of dew around the camp. 
The layer of dew ascended and behold, upon the surface of 
the Wilderness was something thin exposed (manna)…The 
Children of Israel said to one another, ’It is food!’“ (Beshalach 
16:4-16). This spiritual food came from Hashem and was 
there to sustain the nation of Israel. The remarkable aspect of 
this miraculous food is what happens much later in the Torah 
with regards to the Jewish people’s perspective on it.

Let us fast forward to perasha Beha’alotcha, where the 
Jewish people recall the selection of delicacies and foods 
that they had in Egypt. The Torah conveys, “The Children of 
Israel wept once more, and said, ’Who will feed us meat? We 
can still remember the fish that we ate in Egypt for free, the 
cucumbers, the melons, the leeks, the onions, and the garlic. 
But now our lives are parched, there is nothing more for us to 
look forward to except for the manna’“ (Beha’alotcha 11:4-6).

What a difference in these two outlooks! The Jewish 
people were originally afraid of dying from a lack of food 
and were so appreciative to receive the manna. Yet later, 
after becoming more comfortable, they complained about 
the manna because they missed the selection, options, and 
assortment that they had in Egypt. This comes to elucidate a 
vantage point on “choice“ which we may not always be aware 
of. In order to be able to perceive it, we will need to take a 
closer look at something we always see, but perhaps never 
noticed.

Dr. Sheena Iyengar is a professor, author, and lecturer 
from Columbia University Business School, who specializes 
on the art of choice. Her academic achievements have brought 
her worldwide fame, which she has accomplished despite 
becoming blind from a rare retina disorder at age 18. One 
particular experiment she conducted had its entire trajectory 
altered by one seemingly innocuous question. The study 
wanted to investigate the effects of those that were freed 

from communist countries and transplanted to a democratic 
capitalistic society. The subjects were brought in to be 
interviewed. As a matter of courtesy one of the professors 
asked if anyone would like a soda, he said, “We have Coke, 
Sprite, Pepsi, Sunkist, Dr. Pepper, Mountain Dew, and Sierra 
Mist – which would you like?“ Then one by one the responses 
came that astounded those present. The newly freed subjects 
each said, “That’s all just one choice – you are asking me if I 
want soda!“

These people did not see seven options, they just saw 
one. They understood the question in a singular form - “Do 
you want soda?“ Later they asked the same question to other 
newly freed groups, but this time adding to the list tea and 
juice and when questioned, they found that they didn’t see 
nine options; they only saw three – soda, tea, or juice.  

We mistakenly believe that more choice means that 
we have more of an opportunity to arrive at the best 
option. Instead, in many ways we start to have a misguided 
perception of what things are. Many of those interviewed 
expressed this sentiment, “I am not used to all this choice, 
in fact most of them are artificial and not necessary. Soda is 
just a carbonated beverage; flavor is an inconsequential side 
point.“ These people grew up learning that these things were 
not so important or vital. Yet, in America, flavor as well as 
other choices that we are given, becomes an identifier of one’s 
uniqueness and distinctiveness. We celebrate it, expect it, and 
become spoiled by it. We presume to be true to ourselves via 
this expression, but ultimately we become slaves to all this 
variety. It becomes more of a distraction than it is a necessity. 
Our perception of what is essential becomes warped, and we 
drown in an individuality that is expressed in artificial terms.

The Haggadah of Pesach conveys to us that matzah is both 
representing our slavery and our freedom. Rabbi Zev Leff 
Shlita asks for us to consider – despite the incredible haste 
that we left in, if the main focal point is our emancipation 
from slavery, then why do we not use richer, tastier bread to 
signify our redemption from Egypt?

The answer is conveyed by the Talmud (Megillah 14a) 
which comments on a verse in Tehillim (113:1) which says 
– “Praise Hashem, give praise, you servants of Hashem“ The 
Talmud comments on this verse “Originally we were slaves to 
Pharaoh, now we are slaves to Hashem“ What this means to 
say is that matzah is an indicator of our slavery in Egypt, but it 
also represents our novel autonomy. Instead of being confined 
by Pharaoh, we are now bounded by Torah. We did not emerge 
from slavery to freedom; we remained as servants, but with a 
new master. The matzah is the bread of servitude, so it is the 

R’ Aharon Finkelstein
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R’ Aharon Finkelstein

most ideal symbol, since it shows that our nation, even in its 
independence, is still in complete servitude to Hashem.

Our freedom to choose is not a liberator of individuality 
alone; its main purpose is for us to decide what purpose our 
lives will service. The many choices that we have in our 
society are in many ways a testimony to the blessing of our 
times. But, we must also balance our perspective of these 
choices. We must know that everything we have in this world 

has been given to us as a vehicle to help us serve Hashem. The 
manna was food. Its function, like all foods, is to allow us to 
live in order to fulfill the words of the Torah. We should not 
get so caught up in the choices that we forget what the greater 
aims of their functions are.  At the end of the day, fulfilling 
Hashem’s will is why we are here; everything else is just salad 
dressing, coffee, and soda. 

PARSHA BESHALACH: PROPER CHARITY 
R’ Baruch Kleinman  Chaver HaKollel

The time when the Jewish people wandered through the 
desert is labeled as one of the most tumultuous times in 

Jewish history. Imagine a nation, miraculously released from 
the oppression of Egypt, that witnessed the most awe inspiring 
miracles at the splitting of the Red Sea, only to emerge bilious 
and unappreciative as they begin their trek toward Israel. 
They recognize Hashem’s intervention in their lives in the 
most tangible degree possible, yet they are still vocal in their 
disapproval of their current nomadic situation.

One such episode which demonstrates this unfortunate 
time in our history is when the Jews cried to Moshe for food. 
They complained that they would prefer to return to Egypt 
where, although they were in servitude, they were still capable 
of obtaining provisions. Hashem’s response to this complaint 
is quite puzzling. Hashem tells Moshe that he will provide 
Manna daily for the Jewish people “so that to test them if 
they will follow in G-d’s Torah or not.“ What is meant by 
this statement? Why was it not enough to just feed the hungry 
people? And how would providing Manna daily test them?

Many commentators grapple with this. Rashi suggests 
that the Torah is referring to the commandments related to the 
Manna. One must not take more than the amount to feed his 
family, must not leave anything over for the next day, etc. The 
test was to see if they would keep these new commandments. 
The Ramban rejects this and suggests that it is referring to 
whether the Jews will trust in Hashem to provide a new 
creation and form of nourishment that they were not familiar 
with until this point (see Mizrachi as to why Rashi avoided 
this interpretation although he uses it in Parshas Va’eschanan). 

The Sforno and Ohr HaChaim both explain that the test would 
be to see if the Jewish people would act righteously when 
they have spare time, when all their needs are provided for 
them without any toil. I would like to suggest an alternative 
approach based on a Medrash.

The Mechilta comments, “The Torah was only given to 
those that ate the Manna.“ This is not meant to be a historical 
fact but a deep message. The Torah is only acquired and 
imbued into those people who “eat“ and absorb the lessons 
transmitted during the time when the Manna fell. Klal Yisrael 
was ungrateful and critical of Hashem and Moshe after all 
the good bestowed upon them. Hashem could have just given 
them the Manna begrudgingly and have it taste bland, yet 
He provided it with ease and had it taste sweet like honey. 
Hashem wanted to show the people that even when they 
are undeserving, He treats them with dignity and kindness. 
Hashem wanted to see if the Jewish people would behave in 
the same manner. When they are in a position to be charitable 
and giving, will they do the same unto others? This was 
the test. This is the way of the Torah, to show D’racheha 
Darchei Noam (the ways of the Torah are pleasant). We are 
to be pleasant and treat people with kindness, even when it is 
difficult and they are not necessarily deserving.

May we all merit to adopt the messages of the Manna and 
be charitable the same way Hashem is with us. The more we 
realize how we were dealt with then, the more we should feel 
an obligation to others whether they show appreciation or not. 
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JEWISH MALAISE: THE PECULIAR DISEASE
Yerucham Reich - This is a reprint

It is well known that different ethnic groups have different 
incidences of various diseases, a function of their genetic 

makeup.  We, as Jews, are not exempt. Hence, there are 
various illnesses, lo aleinu, that are more common among 
Jews.  As the inheritors of the greatest spiritual infusion the 
world has ever known, Yetzias Mitzrayim, Krias Yam Suf, 
Matan Torah, and unceasing miracles in the midbar,  our 
spirits have been elevated and refined to a point that they have 
become, paradoxically, exceptionally vulnerable. And so Jews 
are vulnerable as well to disorders of the spirit in a way that 
others, as a group, are not.  It’s easier to slip off a peak than 
a trough.

In the past 150 years, or so, our people appear to have been 
especially susceptible, especially the young, and especially to 
disorders whose names end in “ism“. It’s true that this kind of 
thing has been going on since time immemorial (think of the 
Chanukah war against the Greeks which was, in part, a civil 
war with Jews who had slavishly adopted Hellenism), but the 
various isms have been particularly virulent in modern times. 
Napoleon’s armies carried all sorts of notions eastward across 
Germany, Poland and Russia, which can be described as 
political liberalism, a product of “The Enlightenment“. Many 
of these ideas did have merit.  And so Socialism ( a really 
big ism among Jews), Liberalism, Communism, Secularism, 
Bundism, Yiddishism, political Zionism, etc., etc., etc. swept 
through the ranks of young Jews who, in their idealistic 
spiritual and intellectual zeal adopted these alien ideologies 
with great fervor – gevalt: ironically, with messianic fervor! 
–  to replace their real, one true ism,  Judaism, as the purported 
new hope for Mankind  and for the Jewish People. 

A sad, typical case in point: The late Golda Meir, who 
certainly dedicated her life and  her considerable energies to 
the Jewish People, and who clearly identified very strongly 
with the Jewish People,  was not at all shy about proclaiming 
herself totally alienated from what we consider Judaism. She 
openly proclaims this in her autobiography (in shockingly 
dismissive language), and, when asked by journalist Oriana 
Fallaci whether she is religious, she replied, emphatically,  
“Never!“ …. and then went on to speak in eloquent religious 
tones about her two real religions, Socialism (her #1) and 
Labor Zionism. 

What happened to the thousands upon thousands of  
Jewish youth who were similarly carried off from the faith 
of their forefathers, turning to foreign and strange ideologies, 
often even redefining Judaism to conform to their new beliefs? 
Sadly, Jews appear to have a particular propensity for this 
kind of behavior. 

I have always felt that it is exactly the heightened 
spiritual awareness of the Jew, developed by the Avos and the 
Imahos and then reinforced and driven home during Yetzias 
Mitzrayim, Krias Yam Suf, Matan Torah, the miracles in the 
Midbar,   to become an essential and inalienable part of the 
Jewish character, predisposes the Jew to susceptibility to 
err this way, lo aleinu,  when something goes awry with the 
system of Jewish life. That spirituality, that striving for truth 
and justice, that essential goodness, becomes perverted when 
it is redirected away from the Judaism of our forebears.  For 
the Jew, the search for social justice outside of Torah Judaism 
becomes a snakepath to evil, and to oblivion. 

Last week’s Haftara and this week’s Parasha provide a 
redeeming promise, and a remedy. 

Yirmiyahu Hanavi comforts us: Al tirah avdi Yaakov, 
v’al teichas Yisrael, ki Hinneni moshiacha me’rachok v’es 
zar’acha me’eretz shivyam v’shav Yaakov… the children 
that have been captured, “carried off“ into the captivity of 
“rachok”,  alien philosophies,  will be returned to the fold. 

That return is a gift from Hashem, and will take place, 
deserved or not (b’ito achishena) as a result of His promises. 
But our parasha contains within it a medicinal formula for the 
prevention of this peculiar disease altogether.

Fresh from krias yam suf,  when they run out of drinking  
water, the Jews do not just ask for water, they angrily and 
complainingly demand it.  Attitude!  This was a pattern 
repeated multiple times in the midbar.  Tough, uptight people  
(sound familiar?).            G-d sweetens the bitter water at Mara, 
and offers them an even sweeter lesson that, if followed, is 
a promise to sweeten their lives:  Im shamoa tishma l’kol 
Hashem Elokecha, v’ha’azanta l’mitzvosav, v’shamarta kol 
chukav, kol hamachala asher samti b’Mitzrayim lo asim 
alecha ki Ani Hashem Rof’echa.    

Egypt was the world’s most advanced and powerful 
society, with knowledge, with science and medicine, with 
wealth and power, a mighty empire.  And morally, totally 
corrupt.  Spiritually debased. Worldly achievement, no matter 
how great, without G-d, will be morally empty and ultimately, 
depraved.  And if that is true of the Mitzrim, who were shtufei 
zima and avoda zara,  what of the Jews, G-d’s holy nation, 
who were witness to His Revelation at Yam Suf and at Har 
Sinai, when even the most humble person saw more than the 
prophets, and who heard the very voice of G-d?  

From that awesome peak, beware the slippery slope on all 
sides. It’s very easy to slip and fall, to lose one’s perch, to get 
dizzy, to get hurt, to get sick. Hashem, in our parasha, sees 
where the people are headed, and, like a good doctor, He offers 
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them the best cure of all, prevention.  Ani Hashem Rof’echa: 
Hashem knows His people and their susceptibilities.

Follow this formula carefully, says Hashem, follow it in 
all ways, and you and your children  will always remain 
spiritually healthy. Let your children see you doing good 
always, let them see you learning Torah, let them see you 
living Torah, let them see you praying with devotion, let 
them see you being kind and charitable and truthful, let 
them see you dealing honestly at all times, let them see you 
being punctilious in observance of the mitzvos, let them see 

you being enthusiastic and happy in your Yiddishkeit,  let 
them see you following the path of peace and pleasantness, 
let them see you being a loving person, let them see you 
utterly and entirely and sincerely and lovingly dedicated to 
being Hashem’s servant, and Hashem, the Divine Healer, 
will keep them healthy and free of that peculiar Jewish 
Malaise.  It is an offer, and a promise,  that we, as G-d’s 
Nation, cannot afford to ignore. 
Yerucham Baruch Reich
Parashas B’shalach, 5771

PARSHAS BESHALACH
Rabbi Avraham Greenwald

This week’s parshah continues with Yetzias Mitzrayim and 
then moves on to Krias Yam Suf. But, in fact, Krias yam 

suf was also a yetziah. It was not just another neis and not just 
a culmination of the yetziah which took place on the 15th of 
Nissan. At Yam Suf, the Yidden attained an entirely new level. 

The pasuk in Shemos (3:12) says: When you take the people 
out of Mitzrayim. In parshas Va’eira, the pasuk says (6:13): …
to take the Children of Israel out of the land of Mitzrayim. 
The first pasuk talks about going out of Mitzrayim; the second 
pasuk talks about going out of the land of Mitzrayim. R’ 
Elyashiv zt“l explains that the pesukim refer to two different 
yetzios. On the one hand, we were slaves in the land of Egypt. 
There would be a yetziah from the geographical land of Egypt 
(from the land of Mitzrayim). But we also had become one 
with the Mitzriim. We were part of their society. The Egyptian 
culture had become our culture. The second yetziah we were to 
experience was to be a yetziah from the people of Mitzrayim, 
or rather the Mitzri culture. We would attain a higher level 
and no longer associate ourselves with the Egyptian society. 
On the 15th day of Nissan, we left the land of Mitzrayim. 
If we would have reached Eretz Yisrael that day, we would 
still have been Mitzriim. The yetziah from Mitzrayim – or 
the yetziah of Mitzrayim from us – was not yet experienced. 
That yetziah occurred at Yam Suf. For this reason, the first 
and seventh day of Pesach are Yomim Tovim. The first day 
commemorates the yetziah from the land of Mitzrayim. The 
seventh day commemorates the yetziah which took place on 
day 7 at Yam Suf – the yetziah from the Mitzri culture (see 
Shemos Rabbah 19:7). And it is for this reason that chazal 
(Yerushalmi Berachos 1:6) tell us that aside from mentioning 

every day the actual yetziah from the land of Mitzrayim, we 
must mention the splitting of the Yam Suf. The yetziah from 
the land of Mitzrayim is insufficient. It was just step one. 
Step two occurred at the Yam Suf, through which va’yaminu 
baHashem u’ve’Moshe avdo.

The pasuk says (13:17): ve’lo nacham Elokim, And 
Hashem did not lead them. The word nacham is also related to 
nechama, conciliation. The Midrash (20:14) illustrates with 
a mashal: A prince was captured and treated very harshly. 
Finally, the king rescued him and told his son: “My son, I am 
so happy to have rescued you, but I will not be conciliated 
until I subjugate them as they subjugated you.“ Here too, 
Hashem was happy that he had saved the Yidden, but He said 
“I will not be conciliated until I bring them down into the 
sea.“ The Sfas Emes (Pesach) explains the point of the mashal. 
When a master rescues a slave, he is happy to have rescued 
him. He needn’t do anything else. But when a father rescues 
his son, he is not happy until he sees his son’s subjugator 
punished. While in Mitzrayim, we were slaves to Paroh. Upon 
our rescue from Mitzrayim, we became slaves – avadim – to 
Hashem. We accepted upon ourselves to listen to Him. But we 
were not yet His children. It was at Yam Suf that we became 
His children. Hashem therefore said “My son, I will not be 
conciliated until I drown the Egyptians.“ Indeed in our daily 
tefillos, we say malchuscha ra’u banecha, bokea yam lifnei 
Moshe; hamaavir banav bein gizrei yam suf; ve’ra’u vanav 
gevurso… The title of Hashem’s children is continuously used 
when discussing the splitting of the sea because it is then that 
we became His children; it was then that we recognized that 
we are His children. Ra’u vanecha bokea yam lifnei Moshe – 

Yerucham Reich
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it was when the sea was split that we saw and recognized that 
we are Hashem’s children (Nesivos Shalom, Pesach, le’hagid 
baboker, #3). We are Children of Hashem, but chibah yesireh 
– Hashem demonstrated great love by letting us know that 
we are His children. At Yam Suf, we became His children. At 
Yam Suf, we recognized that we are His children.

The sefer Keren L’Dovid makes a beautiful point. He 
contrasts the makkos in Mitzrayim with Krias Yam Suf. 
Hashem performed many miracles in Mitzrayim, but it was 
at krias Yam Suf that we came to believe in Hashem u’Moshe 
avdo. We were subjugated in Mitzrayim and Hashem rescued 
us from their clutches. How? Through the makkos. Hashem 
altered nature in order to punish the Egyptians. The Yidden 
were spared the makkos, not through any great miracles, but 
through Hashem leaving nature intact for them. This showed 
the Yidden that Hashem is in charge, but it did not show them 
that Hashem loves them. Perhaps, Hashem alters nature to 
punish the very wicked. When Klal Yisrael came to Yam Suf, 
the reverse took place. Hashem changed nature to save Klal 
Yisrael; the Egyptians were killed through the return of the 
Yam to its natural state. The Yidden had nowhere to turn. 
Hashem could have caused a great neis to kill the Mitzriim. 
Instead He altered nature in order to save the Yidden. Hashem 
demonstrated His love for us by changing the natural order of 
things. The Mitzriim were killed simply by the Yam returning 
to its natural state. It was at Yam Suf that we came to realize 
our great calling. We are loved by Hashem. The pasuk in 
Tehillim says (106:7): Our fathers did not understand Your 
wonders in Mitzrayim. In other words, in Mitzrayim they 
did not understand that the miracles were performed out 
of Hashem’s love for us. It was only later that we came to 
that realization. And Hashem saved us from the hands of the 
Mitzriim… And Yisrael saw Hashem’s great Hand asher asah 
Hashem BeMitzrayim. In other words, it was at Yam Suf, 
when they were miraculously saved from the Mitzriim, that 
they then looked back and appreciated Hashem’s great Hand 
in Mitzrayim at the time of the makkos.

How did we become Hashem’s children? What happened 
in between the actual yetziah and krias yam suf? When the 
Yidden were let out of Mitzrayim, they were more than 
happy to leave. Sure, there were questions about the future, 
but the natural reaction of one just freed from slavery is to 
run. But after three days, Hashem says turn around and on the 
seventh day, Hashem tells them to march into the sea. These 
commandments seemed suicidal. We should turn back towards 
Mitzrayim?! Into the sea!? But the Yidden listened. It was in 
this merit that they were saved with krias yam suf (Midrash 

21:8) and it was by acting as children that we actually became 
Hashem’s children. A child understands that his father has his 
best interest in mind. It may not make sense, but he reflexively 
follows. We listened to Hashem although it did not make 
sense. We acted as children. We became His children!

R’ Yaakov says that this is pshat in another Midrash 
(21:7). The angel Samael arose and said “Why should you 
save the Yidden? They too served avodah zarah! Hashem told 
Samael to get busy with Iyov, one of Paroh’s advisors (who 
deserved punishment). While Samael was busy with Iyov, 
Hashem saved the Yidden. The Midrash illustrates this with a 
mashal: A shepherd was tending his flock when a wolf came 
along. He gave over a strong animal to the wolf to distract 
the wolf, so that he can save the flock. After saving the flock, 
he went to help the animal he had given to the wolf. This 
is very difficult. Hashem distracted Samael with Iyov and 
was therefore able to save Klal Yisrael?!! R’ Yaakov explains 
that Hashem meant to demonstrate the difference between 
the Yidden who had served avodah zarah and the best of the 
nations. Samael said that the Yidden should not be saved; they 
were no different than the nations. Hashem said: Here is Iyov. 
He is the best of them. And as soon as troubles befell him, 
he began wondering what happened to Hashem. Everyone 
was created with a tzelem Elokim – with seichel. Iyov did not 
understand and therefore “rebelled.“ But a child does not have 
to understand. He reflexively knows that his parent means the 
best for him. So while Iyov rebelled, the Yidden turned back 
towards Mitzrayim. They marched into a churning sea. Did it 
make sense? Did their tzelem Elokim tell them it made sense? 
No! But their level of children told them that it need not make 
sense. With that lesson to Samael, Hashem split the sea for the 
Yidden. 

Rabbi Avraham Greenwald
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B’SHALACH
Rabbi Mendy Chazan 

People tend to think that all the problems we experience 
now are new and unprecedented. This generation is so 

fast paced that our attention span has become minimal. The 
truth however, is that distraction is an issue that we have been 
dealing with since time immemorial.

This week’s parsha tells us the thrilling conclusion of the 
exodus of Egypt culminating with the splitting of the Red Sea. 
After relating the singing and celebrations, the parsha tells us 
something rather strange.   Vayasa Moshe et ha-am—“Moses 
made the people journey from the sea.“ The word vayasa—
“he made [them] journey“—implies that Moses had to force 
his people to move on. But why was this necessary? Why 
wouldn’t they move on their own?  

Rashi tells us that the Egyptians were so confident of 
their victory that they covered their chariots with gold, silver, 
and other valuables. These items were now being washed up 
onto the shore and the Jews were busying themselves with 
its collection. So distracted were they that Moshe needed to 
remind them of their appointment with G-d.

The Zohar gives more of an esoteric reason. The splitting 
of the sea was more than just a supernatural phenomenon, it 
was a divine revelation unlike anything they had experienced 
hitherto. As our sages expressed it, “What a simple 
maidservant saw at the sea, even the great prophets were not 
privileged to see.“ According to this mystical view, it wasn’t 
the physical pleasures that they were obsessed with, rather 
they were basking in divine bliss and were quite uneager to 
leave. Whatever the reason was, Moshe, as their leader, felt 
compelled to remind them of their date with destiny.

The question is obvious. If the collection of gold and silver 
is what sidetracked them, then it makes sense that Moshe had 
to push them along, but if it was the spiritual experience of 

divine revelation then why move on? Why not stay as long as 
possible? After all, isn’t more G-dly revelation better?      

The answer is that everything up until that point - the 
slavery, the plagues, and the splitting of the sea was a means 
to an end. The end is Sinai and the giving of the Torah. The 
Torah is what makes us who we are, the chosen people. It 
is what gives us our purpose and meaning. Sinai represents 
our mission, our goal. Any detour, no matter how lofty it may 
seem, is therefore out of the question.

The message is that it is G-d’s Will that must be listened 
to. If we want gold and G-d says “go to Sinai,“ we go to Sinai. 
Even if it is spiritual bliss that we seek, we must give up our 
will for G-d’s. We can leave the divine pleasure for another 
time.

There is a story told of a poor wagon driver who ran into 
a yeshiva crying for help. His horse was stuck in the mud 
and needed to be rescued immediately or it would sink. A 
heated Talmudic debate erupted whether or not it halachicly 
permissible to disrupt their learning to help him. On the one 
hand, it would be bittul Torah and the importance of learning 
Torah is well documented and understood. On the other hand, 
this man’s entire livelihood was at stake. By the time they 
came up with the psak that it was indeed permissible, the 
horse had drowned.

Sometimes we get so caught up in quest for connecting to 
G-d that we fail to ask the basic question: What does G-d want 
from me now? We become selfish, albeit spiritual selfishness. 
It is not what we want that is important, but what we are 
needed for. It may be that right now I am needed to help a 
drowning horse. It might not sound very spiritual but it’s the 
right thing to do. And if it’s the right thing to do, that makes 
it very G-dly.              

PARSHAS BISHALACH: GRABBING MITZVOS
R’ Boruch Yechiel Schreiber

Vayikach Moshe Atzmos Yosef (13:19). The Midrash 
says on this posuk, “Chacham Lev Yikach Mitzvos“ a 

smart person takes (grabs) Mitzvos. This is referring to Moshe 
Rabeinu. While Klal Yisroel was busy gathering Gold and 
Silver of the Mitzriyim during Kriyas Yam Suf, Moshe was 
busy with the Mitzvah of carrying Yosef for his burial in Eretz 
Yisroel. 

The Sefer Otzros Hatorah brings from the Sefer Apirion, 
the following difficulty. Hashem explicitly commanded 
Klal Yisroel to take the riches from the Egyptians, as it says 
“Viachrei Chein Yaitzu B’richush Godol“. Why is the Mitzvah 

of burying Yosef considered more of a Mitzvah then the 
Mitzvah of taking the Gold and Silver of the Mitzriyim? 

Furthermore, why do we praise Moshe Rabeinu with the 
title “Chacham Lev“ - a smart person. Wouldn’t it be more 
appropriate to use the term, “Yiras Shomayim“, when praising 
Moshe Rabeinu for being involved in Mitzvos, rather than 
collecting the riches of the Mitzriyim? 

The Aprion answers with a parable of the Dubna Magid. 
There was once a child who did some work for an acquaintance 
of his father. When it came time to get paid, the boy was very 
disappointed to receive old worn out coins. He was expecting 
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brand-new shiny coins. The boy’s father went to speak to his 
friend. He explained to him that although for adults there is 
no financial difference between old worn out coins or shiny 
new ones, nevertheless since the child is the one that did the 
work, it is proper to compensate him with coins that he feels 
have value. Giving him old coins will make him feel like he 
was cheated. 

It is true that Hashem promised Klal Yisroel they would 
leave Egypt with riches and with enormous possessions. 
The question is what are riches and possessions?  For the 
average layman, of course these are referring to gold and 
silver. Anything else would be lacking in defining the promise 
Hashem made. But Moshe Rabeinu, the Chacham Lev, with 
his wisdom understood the deeper meaning of Hashem’s 
promise. Hashem was really referring to the ultimate riches, 
the Torah and Mitzvos. 

This is what the posuk is telling us. Klal Yisroel took 
the words literally and busied themselves with gathering the 
material riches of the Egyptians. This is similar to the child 
in the story that needs shiny coins. But Moshe was busy with 
Mitzvos. He realized that this is the greatest gift Hashem can 
give us, and he made sure to “chap arein“ as much as possible 

in grabbing those Mitzvos.
Perhaps we can suggest a simpler way to answer this 

difficulty. It is true that Hashem promised Klal Yisroel they 
would leave Mitzrayim with great riches and large possessions. 
But Hashem never commanded them to help Him out in the 
process. On the other hand, Mitzvos are our obligation to make 
happen. We cannot rely that they will happen on their own. 

This is what the Midrash is telling us. Moshe Rabeinu, 
with his great wisdom recognized that if he wanted to acquire 
Mitzvos, there is only one way. He needs to get involved, and to 
take them. The riches, on the other hand, will find themselves 
to him as promised, even without his direct involvement. 

This is similar to what the Chidushei HaRim once said. 
He noted that the world is an upside world. We toil and sweat 
long hours making a living. But when it comes to Torah and 
Mitzvos we say, “Hashem will help“. In reality the opposite 
is true. “Hakol bidei shomayim chutz miYiras Shomayim“ 
everything is in the hands of Heaven besides Yiras Shomayim. 
We should rather put more focus into our spiritual being and 
rely more on Hashem when it comes to material and financial 
issues. 

R’ Rafi Mollot
60 SECONDS OF TORAH: B’SHALACH -- CLOSE CALL

When Pharaoh pursued the Israelites as they stood 
trapped at the Sea of Reeds, the verse tells us, “And 

Pharaoh drew near, and the children of Israel lifted up their 
eyes... and the children of Israel cried out to HaShem“ (Shemos 
14:10). Although the English translation of this verse appears 
seamless, the Hebrew leaves us with a question. The Torah 
uses the word “hikriv” to mean “drew near.“ In English, this 
sounds like Pharaoh came near to Israel. However, the word 
“hikriv” means not to come close, but to bring close. Really, 
the verse means that “Pharaoh drew [something] near.“ So 
what did Pharaoh draw near, and to what did he draw it 
near? As the verse continues, “the children of Israel lifted up 

their eyes... and the children of Israel cried out to HaShem.“ 
Pharaoh drew Israel near to G-d. In his pursuit of them, the 
Israelites had no choice but to cry out to HaShem, thereby 
coming closer to Him. This verse teaches us a powerful lesson 
in how to view adversity. Indeed, all the trials we face in life 
have been sent to us by HaShem as a means of bringing us 
close to Him. When we feel most in need, those times motivate 
us to cry out to our Father in Heaven and draw Him close to 
us, and He draws us close to Him in turn. May we merit to 
continually come close to our Heavenly Father, and see an end 
to all adversity.
Based on Shla”h, Parshas B’Shalach 

R’ Boruch Yechiel Schreiber
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Mazal Tov 
Mazal Tov to Rabbi Ahron & Becky Finkelstein  

on the Bar Mitzvah of their son, Zevy.  

May they have much nachas from Zevy and their whole family.

Oneg Shabbos
Please join Eli & Barbara Offenbacher for a Shtieble Oneg Shabbos 

Friday evening @ 8 pm, at their home 19 Girard Street.


